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Introduction
Let K be a complete discrete valuation field with integer ring OK and residue
field k. We assume ch(K) 0, ch(k) = p &#x3E; 0 and k is perfect. We consider a proper
semi-stable family X over OK. Here "semi-stable" means
=

(a)
(b)

EV is regular and X = Et ~OK K is smooth over K,
Y = X ~OKk is a reduced divisor with normal crossings in X.

"modified de Rham-Witt complex" W03C9Y on Yet,
whose hypercohomology H*(Y, Wcor) is a finitely generated W(k)-module with
frobenius (p. Note that, since Y may have singularities, the cohomology of the
usual de Rham-Witt complex of Y does not have the finiteness property in our
situation. Our theory has one more advantage that we can endow an endomorphism N on H*(Y, W03C9Y) such that No ~ p~° N and N is nilpotent on
H*(Y, W03C9Y) ~ Note that the situation is very similar to the l-adic setting:
there is a nilpotent monodromy homomorphism N: H*(X, (1)~H*(X, Ql) on
1-adic etale cohomology of the generic fiber, cf. [De] (1.7.2).
In our situation, Jannsen [Ja] §5 and Fontaine [Fo] predicted that there is a
theory of p-adic limit Hodge structures. They conjectured that, to X/OK as
above, one can attach finite dimensional W(k) ~ Q-vector spaces D" (q ~ 0)
endowed with a u-semi-linear bijection ç, a nilpotent endomorphism N
satisfying N°~ p~° N, and a decreasing filtration on Dq,~w(k)K satisfying
some compatibility with ç. Moreover they predicted that there is a functorial
correspondence between Dq and the p-adic etale cohomology group Hq(X,p).
In this note,

we

define

a

=

=

precise conjectures, see [Fo].
Recently Kato [Kl] has shown the remarkable fact that there exists a
canonical isomorphism Hq(Y, W03C9Y) ~W(k)K=HqDR(X/K). Hence the cohomology group of our modified de Rham-Witt complex is a realization of the
For

t Due to the tragic death of Osamu Hyodo in April 1989, the manuscript of this paper could not be
revised. The present version is published with permission of his parents. A number of editorial
comments have been added by Dr. U. Jannsen, in order to clarify certain details. The editors thank
Dr. Jannsen for his kind co-operation.
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space of Fontaine-Jannsen (the decreasing filtration is defined via the Hodge
filtration of HfiR(XjK». He has also proved a large part of the conjecture
concerning the relation with p-adic etale cohomology [K2].
We give a more detailed explanation of the contents of this note.
In Section 1 we define a "modified Hodge-Witt sheaf" Wn03C9iY, which is a sheaf
of Wn(OY)-module on Yet. The "modification" will be similar to the one used for
the "modified differential modules" in [Hl]. This sheaf coincides with Wn03A9iY
except at the singular locus of Y We endow Wn03C9iY with the usual operators
03C0, d, F and E Moreover we define an extension (cf. (1.4.3))

which will supply us with N. This sheaf Wn03C9iY is also a Wn(OY)-module and
endowed with operators n, d, F and V. The above extension is compatible with
these operators.
As in the classical case, we shall see that

are

surjective

Then

we

have

In Section

and

an

we

define

extension

we describe the structure of the "modified de Rham-Witt
The
result will be the same as for the classical de Rham-Witt
complex" W03C9Y.
complex. In particular we shall obtain that the hypercohomology group

is

a

2,

finitely generated W(k)-module (cf. (2.5)).
homomorphism

As in the classical case, the

of complexes

induces a 6-semi-linear endomorphism ç on Dq. This (p is seen to be an isogeny
from the equality (pm -~V) (p~F) = pm+1, where m = dim Y We define N as the
boundary map arising from the extension (c). Obviously we have the relation
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This relation and the fact that ç is

an

isogeny

show that N is

nilpotent

on

.
In Section 3 we develop the Poincare duality theory for the "modified HodgeWitt sheaves", following Ekedahl [Ek].

1. The definition
Let K be a complete discrete valuation field with integer ring OK and
residue field k. We assume ch(K) 0, ch(k) p &#x3E; 0 and k is perfect. We consider a
scheme X finite type over 0., satisfying the following conditions.

(1.0)

=

(1.0.1)

is

(1.0.2)

Y=

regular

and X =

~OK K is

=

smooth

over

K.

(~OKk is a reduced divisor with normal crossings in .
section we define sheaves Wn03C9iY of WnOY)-modules on Yet for

In this
which we shall call the "modified

i ~

0,

Hodge-Witt sheaves".(’) We moreover define

operators

satisfying
03C0

the

following relation:

commutes with

F, V and d;

These will coincide with Wn03A9iY and its operators 03C0, F, V and d except at the
singular locus of Y The idea of the "modification" is the same as for the
"modified differential module" in [Hl]. In this note we always work with the
etale topology.

notation. We denote W W(k) and W" W",(k). For a scheme
S over Spec W, we denote Sn = S ~W Wn.
As we work with the etale topology, we may assume Y 1:i Y, where each Y
is irreducible and regular. Locally, we can choose a triple (u, y = 03A31~i~a i, f)
with a commutative diagram of schemes

(1.1)

We fix

some

=

=

=
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which satisfies the

following properties. (2)

is smooth
(1.1.1)
crossings relative to

(1.1.2)

W and OY is

over

a

reduced divisor in 4Y with normal

W

dJJ coincides with the inverse

(1.1.4) f : U~U is a lifting
f *03( p~ 03(. (Hence f(T)

=

=

image

of T

of the Frobenius

=

0 in 0/1.

satisfying f(W[T]) c W[T]

and

Tp· unit.)

Dn be the structure sheaf of the divided power envelope of Y in o/1n and
the
kernel of the canonical homomorphism Dn~Oyn. We note that f-9. is
fDn
the ideal of !Y)n generated by T[i] for all i &#x3E; 0. We define complexes
Let

where (9 (9 CIl" and Qi(log Y)
with logarithmic poles along yn.

=03A9iun/Wn(logyn)

=

(1.2)

We shall prove the

following lemma

LEMMA (1.2.1). In the derived
choice of lifting (au, y, f).

(1.2.2)

denotes the differential module

at the end of this section.

category D03A9unun±log y) are independent of the

dT/T~H1(D03A9un(log y)) is independent of the choice of the lifting.

Admitting

the above lemma,

we

define(3)

(1.3) We define the operators F, JI; 7r and d, following the method of IllusieRaynaud [IR] 111(1.5). The definitions of F, V and d are rather elementary: F is
induced from the canonical projection D03A9un+1(±log y), V is
induced from "p":D03A9un(±logy)~D03A9un(±log y)~ and d is induced by the
boundary homomorphism arising from the exact sequence

The relations F v VF
The definition of 03C0 is
=

=

p and F d Y

as

follows. As

=

d

are

verified

easily. (4)
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flat WM-modules for any M &#x3E; 0, we can define f*/pj for j i to be
unique homomorphism such that the following diagram is commutative.
are

Then

As

f*/pi-1

f *(dT/T)

induces

=

a

the

homomorphism(5)

p - (dT IT) modulo

d(Dn+ 1), it

induces

The relations

are checked formally. Later in (2.2.2), we shall see that p is injective and its image
coincides with the image of the multiplication by p in Wn+1iy (resp. Wn+103C9iy).
Then we define 03C0 to be the unique surjective homomorphism which makes the
following diagram commutative.

The relations 03C0F = F03C0, 03C0V = V03C0 and 03C0d = d03C0

are

consequences of (1.3.1).

We give a second description of Wn03C9iY, which is the most
calculation of the structure of Wn03C9iY (cf. (2.2)).

(1.4)

profitable to the

yn be the complex Oy ~Ou03A9un(log y) and 03C9yn be the complex
yn/ (the image of yn-1 A (dT/T)). We have
LEMMA. Let
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Moreover

which is

have

we

an exact

compatible with

is

the operators 03C0, F, V and d.

The

(1.4.4) SUBLEMMA.

sequence

homomorphism

injective.

u=W[T1,...,Td,T]/(T,...T-T). Then we have
-9. Wn [T1,..., Td] ~Wn[T] w;.(T), where T Tl .....1;, and WnT&#x3E; denotes
the divided power algebra. We see that f Dn is the ideal generated by T[il for all
i &#x3E; 0. Now it is easily seen that
We may

assume

=

=

This proves (1.4.4).(6)
We have (1.4.1) from

For

(1.4.2)

and

(1.4.3),

(1.4.4) and

we use

the exact sequence of complexes

the exact

sequence (7)

where the second arrow is induced from ~ (d T/T). It suffices to show
the injectivity of Hi(03C9yn-1)~Hi(yn). This follows from the fact
A

(dTjT») c dyni-2

~ (dTÎT).(6)

(1.5) By the following lemma, whose proof
consider

LEMMA. We have

where âi

we

leave to the reader,

we can

WniY and Wn03C9iY as Wn(OY-modules.(8)

(0

i

an

n - 1)

isomorphism

are

liftings

to an

element

of (9,Y..

(1.6) We give a third description of WniY and Wn03C9iY, which
developing the Poincare duality theory in §3.

will be useful in
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LEMMA. Let U

Recall that

=

u1. Then

have

isomorphisms

W. Çlk ± log Y)

03A9un(± log dJJ) (cf. [H2]).
(1.7) We give
[Kl]).

we

a

Take another

are defined to be the j th cohomology groups of
The lemma follows(6) from the exact sequence

proof of (1.2). The following

construction is due to Kato

lifting (0/1’, y’, f ’) and g’ : u’ ~ Spec W[T’].

(cf.

Let

blowing up defined by the product ideals of the ideals defined by dJJi x fVJ
(1 i a), L be the complement of the strict transform of the closed
subschemes OYi x 4Y’ and 4Y x fVJ (1 i a), and let oj be the inverse image of
1: dJJi x y’i. Then e is a reduced divisor with normal crossings in L. The center
of the blowing up is codimension one in X r-- * x U’ (diagonal image). So there
is a closed immersion i : X~ Y whose image coincides with the strict transform
of X. This factors through j : EV - Lr as is seen from the construction of L.
Let .9,, be the structure sheaf of the divided power envelope of j(Y) in 1l’n and
let J &#x26;n the ideal generated by TI’] for all i &#x3E; 0. As there is a unit u E OLX such that
T’ u~ T, we see that f pn~ T’[i] for all i &#x3E; 0. Hence there are canonical
homomorphisms
be the

=

and

where p03A9Ln (±log GJ) are defined as in D03A9un(±log y).
show that the above homomorphisms of complexes are quasiisomorphisms. We treat the former one. We have a diagram of schemes
Now

we
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where the horizontal arrows are smooth and the others are closed immersions.
We want to calculate 9n. As the problem is etale local on Y, we may suppose that
Ln = Un ~W W[S1,..., Sa] and Y is contained in the closed subscheme defined
= Sd 0.(9) Then we have
by Sl
=

Thus

...

our

=

claim is reduced to the well-known fact that

is

quasi-isomorphic to W,,.
To show (1.2.2), we note that the image of u in (9î(y) is contained in kx.
fact shows that d T/T - d T’/T’ du/u~dPn.

This

=

2. The structure

(2.0)

In this section

we

shall study the structure of modified Hodge-Witt
shall obtain the finiteness of the hypercohomology

sheaves. As a result, we
group Dq Hq( Y, W03C9Y).
(2.1) We first give the definition of differential modules in characteristic p
Locally we fix a lifting (U, Y, f). As in (1.4), we define
=

where U

To

and

see

0.

= U1. Then f* jp. induces Cartier isomorphism

this fact,

f (T)

&#x3E;

=

we

may

assume

TP. Then it is easy to

induces (2.1.1).(10)
As in Illusie [Il],

we

define

see

that the Cartier isomorphism

on

03A9~U(log Y)

BniY, ZniY, B"cv00FF and ZniY inductively by
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BnCO00FF (resp. Zn03C9iY) was denoted by Bin (resp. Lin) in [H1].
(2.2) We next calculate certain subquotients of Wniy and Wn03C9iY. The following
We note

(2.2.1 ) ~ (2.2.5) can

be

seen

by direct computation

as

in the smooth case.(1t)

LEMMA. Consider

as a

induces

The

same

holds for

same

holds for

injection

Wn,iy

(2.2.3) By (2.2.1) and (2.2.2), n

The

an

subquotient of

is

well-defined (cf. (1.3.2)) and induces a surjection

WniY.

of Zm+103C9i-1Y/B103C9i-1Y C W103C9i-1Y by d V" is contained in
VmWn-m+103C9iY ~ W.+ 103C9iY.Moreover we have a commutative diagram (where the
upper horizontal arrow is induced from dV")

(2.2.4)

The

The image

same

holds for
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(2.2.5)

The

image

of Fnd(VmWn-m+103C9iY)

Bn-m+203C9i+1Y/B103C9i+1Y.Moreover Fnd induces

where the

a

in

W103C9i+1Y

coincides

surjection

homomorphism is Cm-n+1 o d o Cn-m+1.

The

same

holds for WniY.

In the following, we consider ZniY and BniY (resp. Zn03C9iY and
subsheaf of W1iY (resp. W103C9iY) via the Cartier isomorphism (2.1.1).
We define

(2.3)

We also define

where the third

(2.3.2)

There is

Bn03C9iY as a

Kin by the exact sequence

arrow

PROPOSITION

where the third

with

(2.3.1)

arrow
a

is defined

is

We have

by (a, b)~C-n °d° - C"(a) + b.
an

exact sequence

defined by (a, b)-+dyn(a) + Vn(b).

well-defined homomorphism

whose image coincides with Kn+ 1.
We have (2.3.1) (resp. (2.3.2)) from (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) (resp. (2.2.2) and (2.2.5)).
We note that the kernel of the homomorphism in (2.2.3) (resp. the image of the
homomorphism in (2.2.2)) coincides with the image of the homomorphism in
(2.2.4) (resp. the kernel of the homomorphism in (2.2.5).

(2.4)

As

a

consequence of (2.3),

PROPOSITION

(2.4.2)

(2.4.1)

The

we

have

homomorphism

The canonical projection induces

a

p induces

a

quasi-isomorphism

quasi-isomorphism
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We prove

and

(2.4.1). By (2.3.1)

(2.2.2) we have

By the definition of the homomorphism in (2.3.1),
grn+1 W03C9iY/p(grnW03C9iY) induces a homomorphism

This shows that grn+1W03C9Y/p(grnW03C9Y) is
To see (2.4.2), it suffices to show that

is

a

This is

quasi-isomorphism.

easily

we

see

that d

on

acyclic.

reduced to

(2.4.1).

(2.5) For each n (including the case n = oo), Hq(Y, Wn03C9Y) is a finitely
generated Wn-module. Moreover there is a long exact sequence
THEOREM

For n
00, this is a consequence of the finiteness of
For
n
oo, it suffices to note(12)
(2.4.2).

Hq(Y, ay) and Proposition

=

3. Poincaré

(3.0)

duality

In this section

where

m

=

dim Y We

THEOREM

where

h.

we

shall define

use

(3.1) There

a

results and

is

a

perfect pairing

techniques

canonical

denotes the canonical

of

[Ek].

isomorphism

morphism W,,(Y)

~

Spec W".

We construct the isomorphism locally. We fix a lifting (U, Y, f), and denote
U = au 1 and Y y1. By a result of [Ek] I, there is a canonical isomorphism
=
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fn : Wn(U)~ Spec Wn is the canonical morphism. It suffices
[Ha] III, §6)

where

By the Proposition (3.3) below,

Now

THEOREM

have

a

canonical

(cf.

isomorphism

from the exact sequence

(3.1.1) follows

and the fact

we

to show

Wn03A9m+1U(log Y)/Wn03A9m+1U Wn03C9mY,,co’ (cf. (1.6».(")
(3.2)

The canonical pairing

Wn03C9iY x Wn03C9m-iY Wn03C9mY

induces

an

isomorphism

(3.3) We
poles.

need the

duality theory for Hodge-Witt

PROPOSITION. The canonical

induces

sheaves with

logarithmic

pairing

isomorphisms

COROLLARY

(3.4)

The pairing in Proposition

(3.3) induces a perfect pairing

Corollary (3.4) from (3.3.1) and (3.3.2). Applying
HomWn(OU)(Wn03A9m+1-iU(log Y), *) to the exact sequence
We first deduce
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we

obtain

an

exact sequence

(Note that Ext1Wn(OU)(Wn03A9m+1-iU(log Y), Wn03A9m+1U)=0 by (3.3.1).) Thus by (1.6), we
have an isomorphism

As the

image of the pairing

is contained in

Wn03A9m+1U, we see that (3.4.1) factors as

Since the second

arrow

is

injective,

we

obtain

(3.4).

We next prove Proposition (3.3) by the method of [Ek]. Here we only give
outline of the proof of (3.3.2), as (3.3.1 ) can be proved by exactly the same way
as [Ek].(14) The proof goes by induction on n, the case n = 1 being easy.
We consider the commutative diagram of exact sequences

(3.5)
an

where

and the first vertical

arrow

is induced from the

The third vertical

arrow

of (3.5.1) is

an

pairing

isomorphism.

This

can

be

seen as

in
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[Ek] by reducing it to the duality between 03A9jU(log Y)/Bjn(log Y) and Zn(log Y)
(resp. 03A9jU(log Y)/Zjn(log Y) and Bn(log y».(15) Thus it suffices to show that the
first vertical arrow of (3.5.1) is an isomorphism. For this, we consider a
commutative diagram of exact sequences

where D2(*) = HomWn+1(OU)(Wn03A9jU(log Y), *) and the vertical arrows are induced
from the pairing as in the first vertical arrow of (3.5.1). The third vertical arrow
of (3.5.2) is an isomorphism. This fact is seen from a commutative diagram

Where a is induced from the product structure and is an isomorphism by
induction hypothesis (cf. (3.4)), b is the homomorphism in (3.5.2), and c is
induced from the duality homomorphism for finite morphisms and is an
isomorphism by Theorem (3.1). The commutativity of (3.5.3) is seen from the fact
that c is induced from p: Wn03C9mY~ Wn+103C9mY, which fact follows from (3.1.1 ) and
[Ek] 1 (3.3). By the same way, we see that the first vertical arrow of (3.5.2) is an
isomorphism. Thus we have Proposition (3.3).

(3.6)

We

now

prove Theorem

(3.2).

We first show

This follows from Theorem (3.1) and the fact that Wn03C9m-iY is a successive
extension of locally free OY-modules (cf. (2.3)), by the same argument as [Ek] II,
Lemma 2.2.7.
We next prove

by descending induction

on

i, the

case

i

= m

being trivial. The commutative
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diagram

of perfect

shows that

pairings

(3.6.2) for i =

k - 1 follows from

(3.6.2) for

i = k. Thus the

proof is

completed.
(3.7) Now assume ./Spec OK is proper. By Theorems (3.1) and (3.2), we have a
perfect pairing

Thus

we

obtain

By passing

a

to the

perfect pairing

limit,

we

have

a

perfect pairing
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Editorial comments

(1)Despite the notations, M§m§ and Wîo’ y do not depend on
semi-stable

only

family XI(9k.

on X x Ok Ok/(03C0k2),

(2)One may

assume

One

see

can

Y alone, but on the
show, however, that the complexes depend

[K2].

that this

diagram corresponds

to the

following diagram

of

rings

where nk is a uniformizing element in (Ok.

Then

f can be defined by f(Ti)

=

Tip.

(3) Both for the "local" definition of W"ay and for the independence of (u, y, f)

priori needs a more precise statement than the one shown in (1.7). In fact,
one has to observe that the sheaves defined in (1.1) commute with étale base
change, and one needs canonical isomorphisms which "glue", i.e., satisfy an
obvious cocycle relation for three different liftings. This is avoided, if one
one a

Wn03C9iY

WniY with

subsheaves of certain fixed sheaves on Y as in
[K1] (and in [H1] (1.5) for n 1): e.g., Wn03C9iY is a subsheaf of j* Wn03A9iY° for any
regular dense open subscheme j : yo Y Then (1.7) shows that the subsheaves
are the same for two different lifts. The maps 03C0, d, F, V and N are independent of
the choices, since the quasi-isomorphisms

identifies

and

=

compatible with all maps considered in (1.3) and (1.4). Note also that there is
lift of the Frobenius on L which is compatible with f and f’ under the

are
a

projections U ~ L ~ U’.
(4)These relations also imply that

Wnay and WnY
d2 = Fn dVnFndVn = Fnd2VnPn = 0 on Wn03C9iY or WniY

are

in fact complexes:

(5) If x’ ~D03A9iun+1(log y) is a lift of the local section x ~D03A9iun(log dJ/) with dx=0,
then p

(class

of x)

= class

of

f /pi-1x’.
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(6) The description of cycles modulo p" given in (11 XA) below, which is valid for

fl* ,W. (log y), yn and yn, proves the surjectivity of the maps

which in turn proves

(1.4.4)

and the

injectivity

of the maps

Wn03C9i-1Y~ Wn03C9iY,

Wn03A9iU(-log Y)~Wn03A9iU(log Y).
(7)One has the

exact sequence

the following observation: If u is a locally free OY-module for a scheme Y
and s is a section of U such that OY Z -4X is injective with locally free cokernel,
then the complex

by

is exact.

(8) (cf. [IR]

III

1.5). The surjectivity of the map is an immediate consequence of

(ll)(A)below.

(9)compare the more explicit description of it in [H2].
(10)One may

assume

d = a. Let

Y =~di = 1 Fp(dTi/Ti), and for V=1:f=l (Xi(dTJ7i)

Cv be the subsheaf of OY generated over k by the monomials T103B21 ... T fd with
03B2i N, 03B2i, mod p 03B1i. Then
let

=

with each summand

This shows that
differentials for v
obtain that

respected by

d. In fact

Cv ~FAFp Y is acyclic for v :0 0 (see (7) above) and has zero
0. Since C-1(dTi/Ti)=dTi/Ti and C-1(f) fP for f E (OY, we

=

=
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and

hence the claim for 6)« . The Cartier isomorphism for ay follows from this and
the fact that C-1(dT/T) dT/T.
It is needed later that the isomorphisms (2.1.1) are isomorphisms of
complexes, i.e., commute with the differentials. This follows easily from the fact
that d on W1iY = Hi(Y) is a connecting morphism for the exact sequence
=

(11)Since in the smooth case the usual approach to the de Rham-Witt complex is
different and the crystalline definition is only indicated on one page in [IR] III
1.5, some comments may be helpful.
Let y = (9o/J ~Ou 03A9u(log y) and define ccy similarly (in the following we only
treat that coy, the case of y being similar). Then the 6)’ are flat W-modules, and
03C9iy/pn03C9iy ayn. Define F on ay by F flp’. Then dF p dF, and all statements of §2 can be deduced from the formula
=

=

whose proof is literally the same as in [1] 0.2.3.13, using that 03C9iy is W-torsion free
and that F induces the Cartier isomorphism (2.1.1) modulo p.
Let us show how to deduce the following three essential properties needed in
the paper:

(i) p is injective, and its image coincides with pWn+103C9iX (to define n),
(ii) M§m§ is a successive extension of locally free ay-modules (needed
Chapter 3),
(iii)

Wn+103C9Y/pWn03C9iY~03C0nW103C9y~C-103C9Y
prove the finiteness result for the

Write

For

(i)

[x]" for the

we

class of x

first observe:

~

03C9Y

are

quasi-isomorphisms (to

cohomology of W03C9Y).

d - 1(p"co" 1) in

in
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Wn03C9iYVk~ Wn+k03C9iYFn~ Wk03C9iY is exact by definition of F

Next note that
and K This shows the

injectivity

of the horizontal maps in the commutative

diagram

inducing

an

isomorphism

i.e., (2.2.1). Then (2.2.2) follows from the commutative diagram

The injectivity of p is an obvious consequence of (2.2.2), but it is not clear how to
deduce Im p Im p from the information on the graded pieces. However, from
(A) and the relation dFx pfdx we immediately get
=

=

In
aE

fact, y ~d-1(pn+103C9yi+1 ) implies y = Fx + pn+1a+db with x~d-1(pn03C9i+1y),

coi and

b c- co’-

1
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(2.2.1) and the fact that Zn03C9iY/Zn+103C9iY Bn+103C9iY/Bn03C9iY and
locally free OY-modules (use induction on n and the Cartier
Zn03C9iY/Bn03C9iY
isomorphism, and descending induction on i for Z103C9iY=Ker(03C9iY~B103C9i+1Y) and
(ii)

follows from
are

B103C9iY Ker(Z103C9iY~ W103C9iY)).
=

(iii) (2.4.2) follows from (2.4.1) and
=

hence from the formula

(cf. (2.3.1))

since (B) implies (2.4.1) with the same arguments as in [I] 13.13. For (B) note
that grnW03C9iY=Ker 03C0=Ker p, so that one inclusion is obvious. For the other
direction write [Z]n+1 = [Fx]n+1 with x~d-1(pn03C9i+1y) by (A). If 0 = p[z]n+1=
p[Fx]n+1 = p[x]n, then x = p"a + db with a~03C9iy and b E ccy 1 by the injectivity of
p. But then

by

the definitions

of Y,

F and d

(12)This holds since 1 m is

exact

on

Wcvr (note that pn 1 ’F db d(p"Fb)).

on

the category of W modules of finite

=

length.

(13)Note that

by using

the exactness of

the obvious identity
applied in (6) above.

03A9m+1un(-log y ) = 03A9m+1un

and arguments similar to those

(14)One has to use that the de Rham-Witt complex with logarithmic singularities

W03A9U(log Y) satisfies a similar formalism as the usual de Rham-Witt complex
W03A9V including the analogues of the sequences [Ek] (0.5) and (0.6). This can be
proved with the same methods as for Way.
(15)Letjn: Wn(U)~Wn+1(U) be the canonical morphism. One has to know that
the morphism Wn03A9Vm+1(log Y) --+j! W. 103A9Um+1(log Y) adjoint to p is an isomorphism. This follows from the corresponding facts for W03A9Um+1 and W03C9mY , which
follow from

(3.3.1)).

[Ek] and (3.1). (Note that for the proof of (3.1)

one

only needs

